
Priceless Baby 781 

Chapter 781: A Bad First Impression 

 

Since he was in charge of the person with the name Ma, Huo Yunshen could ask him to take care of it. 

Since Huo Yunshen was getting ready for a new project, he had to go to an auction later that day. 

“I have to meet a friend later, so I can't go and pick you up. I'll send someone to get you.” 

“Don't worry about it. I called Ye Xun a while ago, and we'll go to pick Ying Bao up together.” 

“All right then. See you tonight. I miss you.” 

“I miss you too.” 

Ye Xun picked Xu Xiyan up at the set, and they went to Peijing Experimental Primary School. 

Classes were over, and Tang Feimo walked out of the classroom with his bag. 

A girl in a ponytail caught up with him and asked, “Tang Feimo, are you free this Saturday?” 

“Why?” Tang Feimo asked as he turned around and faced Chu Youyou without any expression. 

“Let's go to the amusement park together! I have some tickets!” 

Chu Youyou was a pretty little girl and was like the princess of their class. 

She liked to be with Tang Feimo, but he was always cold to her. 

“No thanks, I'm busy that day,” Tang Feimo rejected, not knowing that the girls were already calling him 

the most handsome kid in the school. 

Girls would always think about him, and they would leave snacks on his table every day. 

After rejecting Chu Youyou, Tang Feimo walked straight towards the preschool section. 

“Then, how about Sunday? You should be free on Sunday, right?” Chu Youyou caught up and asked. 

“Not free then either,” Tang Feimo rejected once again. 

Tang Feimo hated Chu Youyou since she was annoying. He wondered why she was so different from Ying 

Bao. They were both girls but one was cute, and the other was like an annoying pest. 

The classes were over at the preschool too, and Tang Feimo noticed his mother coming out of Classroom 

I with the kids. 

One of the kids was dressed in a red hoodie. She looked like a little red cherry that people wanted to 

take a bite of. 

“Your mother is in charge of the preschool, right? She's so cool!” Chu Youyou complimented. 

Tang Feimo ignored her until Ying Bao noticed Tang Feimo. 



“Brother Feimo! Brother Feimo!” Ying Bao shouted while she waved her hands. 

“Cherry!” Tang Feimo greeted back while waving his hand. 

Chu Youyou was surprised by what she was seeing. Tang Feimo was always like the cool little kid who 

never smiled. 

But now, he was smiling to a kid in the pre-school. 

Chu Youyou hated Ying Bao at first sight because Ying Bao was prettier than she was. 

What was more was that the little girl was able to attract Tang Feimo's attention. 

Tang Feimo opened his bag and gave all the snacks he received to Ying Bao. 

“These are for you,” Tang Feimo said. 

Chu Youyou stared as Tang Feimo gave all the snacks the girls had given him to the little kid. 

Chapter 782: Who Had Dared To Bully Her Daughter 

 

One of those was the imported chocolate she had given to him! 

How infuriating! 

In a short moment, Ying Bao's little bag was filled with the snacks. Ying Bao was so happy as she ate the 

snacks. She lifted her little face and asked, “Brother Feimo, if Baby were to eat lots of delicious snacks 

like this every day, will Baby become a little pig?” 

Tang Feimo smiled as he pinched her cheek. “No, you won't. Even if you become a little pig, you will be 

the cutest little pig in the world.” 

After being praised by him, Ying Bao was so happy that she bounded. 

Behind, Chu Youyou could not stand it anymore. She immediately went up to stop them. She asked, 

“Tang Feimo, why did you give the chocolate I gave you to her? What makes you think that you can give 

it someone else? Who is she?” 

“She is my little wife. So what if I give it to her?” The smile on Tang Feimo's face had faded. 

Chu Youyou put her hands on her hips and said angrily, “I can't allow you to do this! You're not allowed 

to give it to her! That was my chocolate!” 

Ying Bao looked at the angry big sister in front of her. After hearing that the chocolate was hers, Ying 

Bao took it out and threw it back to her. “Who wants your chocolate anyway! My daddy will buy me 

better ones!” 

After finishing her words, she took Tang Feimo's arm and turned to leave. “Let's go home, Brother 

Feimo! I see Uncle Tree-Leaf and Mommy now!” 



The sight of the two holding hands as they leave made Chu Youyou very mad. After she got out of the 

school gates, she noticed that her mother had happened to come pick her up. She plunged into her 

mother's arms and cried miserably. 

Xu Xinrou, who was in disguise, had some free time today so she had come personally to pick up her 

daughter from school. She did not expect the child to plunge into her arms and cry pitifully as soon as 

she met the child. She asked her anxiously, “What's wrong, Youyou? Who bullied you?” 

“It's her! That little girl over there!” 

Xu Xinrou looked at where her daughter was pointing and saw the back of a little girl in a red dress. 

She looked little, about three or four years old. How did a little girl like her manage to bully her 

daughter? 

Instead of teaching her daughter to be tolerant, she told her daughter, “Don't cry anymore, Youyou. If 

that little rascal had dared to bully you, Mommy will teach her a lesson and make sure she doesn't get 

away with it.” 

Xu Xinrou wanted to find out whose child it was who had dared bully her daughter. 

She took her daughter and went after the little girl her daughter had pointed out to her. She saw the 

little girl threw herself into the arms of a woman. 

That woman was wearing sunglasses and a flu-mask, just like her. But looking at her clothes… why did 

she look very much like Xu Xiyan? 

She came closer to look. Ha! It's really her! She also recognized the little girl—she was the little internet 

celebrity, Cherry Baby. 

Cherry Baby threw herself into Xu Xiyan's arms and called her “Mommy.” Then, Xu Xiyan and her child 

began to show their affection to each other. 

Fine! 

Xu Xinrou had been deceiving herself all this time, thinking that Cherry Baby was never Xu Xiyan's child. 

But now that she had seen their interactions in front of her, she could only tremble in anger. 

The damn bitch had really given birth to a child in secret. She could bear with her bullying her, but how 

could she tolerate the little bitch bullying her daughter? 

If Xu Xinrou didn't need to cover up Youyou's identity, she would definitely go up to Xu Xiyan and 

confront her now. But she couldn't right now as she must not expose Youyou's identity as it would affect 

her acting career. 

Chu Youyou was used to being pampered and she was a sore loser just like Xu Xinrou. She tugged her 

mother's sleeve and said, “Mom, you must teach that little shrimp a lesson!” 

A glint of hatred flashed across Xu Xinrou's eyes. “Don't worry, Mommy will definitely avenge you.” 

Not only would she seek justice for Youyou, she also wanted revenge for the child she had miscarried. 



Xu Xiyan had caused her to miscarry her fetus and she wanted her to know what it was like to lose her 

own flesh and blood. 

Xu Xinrou contemplated how to get close to Cherry Baby. Everything had to be considered carefully. 

Chapter 783: She Brought it on Herself 

 

Ying Bao ran straight into her mother's hug. 

Yet before they went into the car, Xu Xiyan stopped and looked at a tree. 

“Come out!” 

A woman came out from behind the tree, and it was Chen Yunlu. 

Xu Xiyan had noticed earlier that a person was hiding behind the tree peeking at them. She thought it 

was a paparazzi, but it turned out to be Huo Yunshen's mother. 

Chen Yunlu looked older than before, and the arrogance she had was gone. She would always hide near 

the school so she could take a look at her granddaughter every day. 

She never realized that Xu Xiyan would notice her and quickly explained, “I'm sorry, I just wanted to see 

the kid…” 

“Please leave my daughter alone,” Xu Xiyan scolded. There was nothing to say between them, and Xu 

Xiyan pulled Ying Bao towards the car. 

“Jing Xi, I'm really sorry,” Chen Yunlu bowed and apologized. 

“Am I hearing things? Are you apologizing to me?” 

“Yes, I know now that I was the one who was in the wrong,” Chen Yunlu said. “I finally understand after 

spending some time alone. I've hurt you and your relationship with Huo Yunshen. For that, I'm really 

sorry. I hope you can forgive me and let me see my granddaughter in the future. 

After she was chased out from the Huo family, she finally understood how stupid she was. 

She went to her son, but her son told her that she could only go back to the Huo family if Jing Xi forgave 

her. 

That was why she went to meet with Xu Xiyan. She hoped that Xu Xiyan could forgive her so that she 

could go back to the Huo family. 

“Why should I believe you?” Xu Xiyan asked, as she got goosebumps when she thought of their past. 

“How should I know that you're not plotting to take my daughter away from me?” 

To show her sincerity, Chen Yunlu slapped herself in the face, again and again. 

“Stop acting in front of me. It won't change my mind.” 

Xu Xiyan was actually worried that people would say something when they saw an old woman slapping 

herself in front of her. 



In truth, some wounds could never heal. 

The offensive words that Chen Yunlu had once said were like needles pricking her heart. There was no 

way Xu XIyan could ignore that. 

It would be impossible for Xu Xiyan to treat Chen Yunlu as her mother-in-law. 

“It's not an act. I'm really here to apologize.” 

Chen Yunlu finally understood that she had brought everything onto herself. 

Chapter 784: Had To Stick Their Noses In 

 

When the two women were in a stalemate, Ying Bao stepped up and put her hands on her hips and said 

to Chen Yunlu, “Grandma, if you will not scold my mother and find a new mother for Baby again and are 

willing to become a good grandmother, we can forgive you.” 

“I won't, I won't… Grandma will not do anything bad anymore. Grandma will listen to Little Cherry's 

words.” 

Chen Yunlu was moved to tears. She spread out her arms. “Cherry, can you let your grandmother hug 

you?” 

Ying Bao looked back at her mother. Her mother said nothing, but her silence meant she had agreed to 

it. 

The child walked towards Chen Yunlu and Chen Yunlu immediately pulled the child into her arms, 

weeping uncontrollably. 

If she hadn't been such a troublemaker, she could've been hugging her granddaughter every day and 

living a wonderful life. She sighed inwardly. It had been all her fault. 

Chen Yunlu picked up the child and said to Xu Xiyan, “Jing Xi, from now on, I will not object to your 

relationship with Yunshen anymore. I'll let you both hold your wedding anywhere you both wish.” 

“You better remember what you've said today!” 

Xu Xiyan had to say those harsh words to her first. She despised hypocrites the most. If Chen Yunlu were 

to stir up trouble again, don't blame her for being rude. 

“I know…” 

Chen Yunlu had completely lost her usual air of arrogance. She was just an old woman who had turned 

over a new leaf now. 

Xu Xiyan decided not to fuss over an old woman like her anymore. No matter what Chen Yunlu was 

going to do, it would not affect her relationship with Huo Yunshen. 

As for her wedding with Huo Yunshen, he had not brought up the topic at the time being and she had 

not asked him either. 



It was just a ceremony anyway and it didn't matter to her whether they were going to have one or 

not. Furthermore, Huo Yunshen had encountered some trouble recently and the wedding would 

naturally have to be pushed back. 

During this time, as long as there was a project involving the Huo Group, the Tianyu Group had to stick 

their noses in. 

Huo Yunshen suspected that Mo Yutian had definitely arranged for commercial espionage and sneaked 

a spy into the Huo Group. Otherwise, the topics they had been discussing in a closed meeting would not 

be known by Tianyu. 

Huo Yunshen was not someone to be trifled with. He would take countermeasures against any incoming 

attacks. No matter what kind of means Mo Yutian had taken to go against him, Huo Yunshen would deal 

with them with ease. 

Since his enemy had inserted a spy and commercial espionage, he shall turn his enemy's tricks against 

him. 

At the land auction in Nancheng, the two very important men appeared at the same time, becoming the 

object of the media's crazed pursuit. 

Recently, the president of the Tianyu Group, Mo Yutian, had made a splash. As long as Huo Yunshen was 

present, the media would spot him too. 

The two men met and competed against each other in power and predominance. 

The bidding began. Every time Huo Yunshen raised his placard, Mo Yutian would try to top his bid. As 

the bidding went on, the price for one of the plots had already tripled. 

6 billion. What were they thinking? 

However, Mo Yutian continued to top Huo Yunshen's bid as usual. He must win it. 

At the last round of bidding, Huo Yunshen chose to give up the bidding. Mo Yutian was very pleased with 

himself. He thought that Huo Yunshen was being a coward and no longer had the means to compete 

with him. 

In fact, it was too early for Mo Yutian's triumph. When he had spent 6 billion yuan to acquire a piece of 

land that had no development value, Huo Yunshen's staff was already in another auction hall winning a 

commercially valuable plot of land at a reasonable market price. 

When the auction ended and their names appeared on the transaction bar at the same time, Mo Yutian 

realized that he'd been fooled. 

Huo Yunshen had only spent 1.5 billion yuan to acquire a precious plot of land. As for him, he had spent 

6 billion yuan for a piece of garbage land. 

Gurgh! He felt like vomiting blood! 

Chapter 785: Energetic 

 



Huo Yunshen kept betting on the land just to raise its price. 

It was a cunning move. 

The fight between the two men wasn't only happening in the business industry, but also in the 

entertainment industry. 

As soon as Jingyue Entertainment hosted a live singing competition, Yunhai would follow in their 

footsteps and host another competition. 

Once the biggest big shot of the entertainment industry, Yunhai Entertainment had fallen to following 

other companies' footsteps. 

It was a battle that piqued the interest of people as they began to wonder why Mo Yutian kept copying 

what Huo Yunshen did. Some even thought that Mo Yutian had fallen for Huo Yunshen's charm and was 

trying to get his attention. 

Huo Yunshen's perfect look did not only attract serious attention from girls all over the world, but even 

guys had fallen for him. 

People began to believe that Mo Yutian was one of the guys. 

News that Mo Yutian had fallen for Huo Yunshen stormed through the media for quite a while. 

Huo Yunshen returned home after his event and was greeted by Xu Xiyan waiting for him. 

Huo Yunshen stopped in front of the couch and lowered his head to kiss Xu Xiyan. 

Their lips did not separate until it was hard to breathe, and Xu Xiyan asked, “Did you drink a lot?” 

“Yes, at the dinner.” 

Huo Yunshen met with some people with power because of the problem with Xu Xiyan's movie. 

Xu Xiyan knew that Huo Yunshen was burdened with a lot of work and was worried for him. 

“Wait here, I'll go make you some soup and prepare the bath for you.” 

“I'm not drunk, why don't you join me in the bath?” Huo Yunshen said and picked Xu Xiyan off the 

ground, heading towards the bathroom. 

Even though Xu Xiyan had showered, she wouldn't mind going into the bath again with her man. 

Under the influence of a little alcohol, the man stripped and his perfect body with eight-pack abs was in 

full view. 

There were times when a man with a perfect body would be more attractive than a woman with a 

perfect body, and Huo Yunshen was that type of man. 

With his seductive facial features and attractive body, Huo Yunshen was a huge charm. 

“Why do I feel a sense of danger?” Xu Xiyan asked, her face reddening. 

“What danger?” 



“The internet is talking about you and Mo Yutian. Am I going to have a new rival?” 

Huo Yunshen understood what she meant and pushed her onto the wall. 

“How dare you make fun of me? You need some punishment.” 

“Like, seriously,” Xu Xiyan laughed. “You have no idea how many men have fallen for you. I might just 

become the enemy of the whole nation.” 

“Then, I'll have to take you down before you become an enemy.” 

Huo Yunshen pulled her into his arms and kissed her. 

Huo Yunshen was indeed disgusted by the news, but it would not change the fact that he was an 

energetic man who loved his wife like some crazy dude. 

The couple enjoyed each other's warmth as the steam began to form from the hot shower. 

Huo Yunshen could not care less what others thought of him as long as he could live happily with his 

wife. 

Chapter 786: Skewed 

 

At the Blackwater Manor. 

Mo Yutian threw the newspaper to the ground angrily and exclaimed, “Why is the entertainment circle 

in Zstan so terrifying?” 

He was a straight man who was wrongfully “skewed” now. At this moment, the entertainment circle was 

spreading a rumor that he was a gay man—they had even said that he was pursuing the beautiful Huo 

Yunshen. Doggone it! 

“It's not that the entertainment industry of Zstan is terrifying, but the people of Zstan which are 

terrifying,” Reid replied matter-of-factly. 

There was nothing the people of Zstan could not say or imagine. The great people of Zstan were simply 

the best at gossiping and being nosy. 

“Get rid of all those scandals! I don't want to hear any of it anymore,” Mo Yutian ordered sharply. 

“Yes, Sir!” Reid obeyed, then asked again, “About the LK reception tomorrow night, do you still plan to 

invite Huo Yunshen?” 

“Yes, he must be invited! I must clear up the rumors!” 

The next day, Huo Yunshen received an invitation from LK for a reception on a cruise ship. 

Originally, Huo Yunshen would not attend, but after learning that LK Perfume was holding an event to 

promote its new local products on the cruise ship and Xu Xiyan had to attend, he had to go too. 

Xu Xiyan and Xu Xinrou attended LK Perfume's new product promotion event as their product 

endorsers. 



LK had sent their dresses and shoes to their film set in advance. In order not to let Xu Xiyan steal the 

limelight, Xu Xinrou deliberately tampered with the heels of her high heels. 

Of course, she did not forget Mo Yutian's warning; he had forbidden her to harm Jing Xi. So while she 

was tampering with Jing Xi's shoes, she also tampered with her own shoes at the same time. 

This way even if Jing Xi got into an accident, everyone would suspect the sponsor of the shoes as the 

culprit rather than Xu Xinrou. 

The two appeared in the media's sight—one in a black dress and the other in white. Both of them were 

flashing their most amiable smiles as they waved at the reporters and their cameras. 

As they were stepping onto the gangway of the cruise ship, Xu Xinrou deliberately wedged the tip of her 

high heels into a gap and pretended to trip, knocking onto Xu Xiyan. 

Due to the sudden external force, Xu Xiyan staggered, lost her balance on the problematic heel, and 

began to fall toward the sea. 

Just when Xu Xinrou was secretly gloating inside that Xu Xiyan was about to become drenched all over in 

sea water, a big hand suddenly reached out and pulled Xu Xiyan back to safety in time. 

Just like in the movies, whenever the hero successfully saved the damsel in distress, the woman would 

lie in the man's arms, and they would gaze into each other's eyes. 

This was what the media on the shore saw and they immediately began to snap away pictures of Mo 

Yutian saving the damsel in distress. 

After looking clearly at the man's face and seeing that passionate look in his eyes, Xu Xiyan quickly got 

up and thanked him. 

If Mo Yutian had not pulled her back in time just now, she may have fallen into the water. 

“What happened?” 

Mo Yutian seemed to be asking about the cause of the problem just now. Xu Xinrou hid her guilt at the 

bottom of her heart and put on an apologetic look as she explained, “I'm sorry. Maybe there was 

something wrong with my shoes. If the heel hadn't broken and made me knock into Jing Xi accidentally, 

this wouldn't have happened.” 

He looked down at their feet. There were indeed problems with the two women's heels. One was 

broken, the other was bent. 

Mo Yutian scrunched up his brow slightly. He was privately blaming his staff in LK for the way they had 

managed things. Didn't they notice such a big problem with those shoes? 

Mo Yutian immediately ordered his staff, “Go and prepare two new pairs of shoes.” 

Xu Xiyan and Xu Xinrou continued to board the ship. They came to the reception area and sat at the 

guest table. 

Other guests from various fields as well as new and old clients of LK also boarded the ship. 



Chapter 787: A Fast Beating Heart 

 

Mo Yutian's men placed two pairs of heels in front of Xu Xiyan and Xu Xinrou. 

The reporters realized that they weren't normal heels. 

“Aren't these the famous red-soled heels?” 

“What's that?” some asked. 

“It's a product from Christian-Louboutin, a line established by the French designer, Christian Louboutin, 

in 1992. These heels are every woman's dream, but the price is too high for most to get them.” 

“Wow! Mr. Mo is going to great lengths to sponsor them with those heels!” 

Xu Xinrou could not hide her excitement as soon as she saw the heels and quickly put them on. They fit 

perfectly on her legs. 

Xu Xiyan did not put them on and was wondering if she should. 

With how Mo Yutian suddenly showed up to help her and give her a pair of expensive heels, she was 

worried that he was trying to create a scene where they felt something for each other. 

Xu Xiyan did not want the people to misunderstand their relationship, and she also had a husband that 

could get jealous easily back at home. 

Indeed, Mo Yutian did everything on purpose so that he could clear his name of being gay by flirting 

with Xu Xiyan. 

If the media could see that he was trying to make a move on the beautiful lady, the assumption about 

him would die down. 

Mo Yutian took out the heels and was about to put them on for Xu Xiyan when someone shouted near 

the door. 

“It's Mr. Huo!” 

“Huo Yunshen is here! Hurry up and get some photos of him!” 

Huo Yunshen walked into the hall with his bodyguards under the flashes from the cameras. 

Not only had he come with his men, but he also came with a gift. 

He stopped in front of the stage, and one of his men opened the gift. It was also a pair of Red-Soled 

Heels, but it clearly was different from Mo Yutian's. 

The heel was transparent and decorated with diamonds, while the heel part was decorated with seven 

2-karat diamonds. 

Even the diamonds would cost a ton of money, and people could not even imagine how much the whole 

heels would cost. 



“What pretty heels!” 

“Are these the heels in Cinderella's story?” 

“Did Mr. Huo prepare the heels for Jing Xi? She's so lucky!” 

Indeed, the heels were prepared for Jing Xi. 

Huo Yunshen brought the heels to Xu Xiyan, and Mo Yutian's heels looked normal compared to them. 

Only the fanciest of them all could fit Huo Yunshen's wife. 

Xu Xiyan was completely stunned as she could not believe that Huo Yunshen would show up at the 

dinner, at the right time with a pair of beautiful heels. 

It was as if she was in a Disney story. 

Yet there was another thing that made her heart beat like crazy. 

Chapter 788: Completely Irresistible 

 

Huo Yunshen wore a dark, high-end custom-made suit that brought out his tall and straight body. He 

looked just like a prince from a fairy tale world. 

He was completely irresistible when he held up the crystal shoes and looked at her with deep affection! 

Before the eyes of the public, the man went down on one knee and knelt in front of Xu Xiyan. He 

removed the spoiled shoes off her feet and then put the beautiful crystal shoes on her. 

The size of the shoes was just right and they were very fitting. It complemented the white dress she was 

wearing tonight well. 

As this scene was recorded by the reporters, almost everyone there was forcibly stuffed with a wave of 

dog food. 

Mr. Huo spoke with his actions. What does spoiling a wife to the extreme look like? This. 

On the other hand, Mo Yutian, who was suddenly pushed away from the spotlight by Huo Yunshen's 

intervention, had become an outsider. 

Because of Huo Yunshen's crystal shoes, the shoes in his hands had become very average looking ones. 

Originally, he was supposed to be the star of the show. But now, he had ended up helping Huo Yunshen 

for free. 

Mo Yutian could not simply accept this! 

He had originally invited Huo Yunshen to attend the reception so he could clarify the rumors about his 

sexuality. He had not let him come here to show off his affection towards his wife and sprinkle dog food 

all around, okay? 

There was another person at the scene who was also feeling unreconciled, and that was Xu Xinrou. 



She ground her teeth hard hatefully, despising Xu Xiyan with all her heart. 

She had tried her best to make Xu Xiyan slip up and make a fool of herself in public. Why was it that 

every time she didn't manage to punish her, she would become even more popular? 

She looked at the crystal shoes on Xu Xiyan's feet. They were so flashy that they could blind anyone 

looking long enough at them. Was it really necessary to cover the shoes with diamonds all over? 

Is she deliberately trying to show off? Is she really that uncultured? 

She then looked at the shoes on her own feet. Originally, she had been quite excited that she had scored 

a pair of Christian Louboutin shoes; they weren't bad either. 

But now, she really felt like flinging her shoes into the sea. Despite the two women wearing the same 

brand of shoes, the ones she had felt like counterfeit shoes bought from a street peddler while the 

shoes Xu Xiyan had were the true and authentic ones. 

Just when Xu Xinrou was feeling extremely awkward, her sugar daddy Mei Xiangdao came, the upstart 

who had become rich with his coal mining business. 

He had cooperated with the Tianyu Group and was one of their major clients. 

He had heard that Xu Xinrou was attending the event on the cruise ship tonight so he had specially come 

to support her. 

When he came, he ordered his staff to present her with a stage full of fresh flowers. When everyone 

was looking at the flowers surrounding the stage and their attention successfully diverted, Xu Xinrou felt 

that she wasn't that unlucky after all. 

It felt good indeed to have someone support her! 

The luxurious cruise ship sailed towards the deep and vast sea. 

The LK new product promotion event officially began and the emcee came up to the stage to host the 

event. The two product endorsers, Xu Xiyan and Xu Xinrou, only needed to cooperate with the emcee 

and interact with each other. 

Sitting below the stage were the two men, Huo Yunshen and Mo Yutian. The two formed two 

completely different auras that were inharmonious with each other. 

But their gazes were concentrated on the same woman, love and admiration obvious in their eyes. 

Whenever Xu Xiyan was quiet, she was just like a pearl that emits a faint glow. No matter what kind of 

state she was in, she would always reflect a special kind of beauty. She was very attractive. 

This was also the most fundamental reason why they were crazy and fascinated by her. 

Huo Yunshen caught a glimpse of the leering eyes of his rival next to him. They were constantly leering 

at his wife and it made him feel very uncomfortable. 

As the woman was shining radiantly on the stage, he felt a strong impulse to carry her home and hide 

her like a precious treasure. 



He didn't want anyone to covet her! 

When the promotion was over, the reception began… 

Chapter 789: A Huge Challenge 

 

The atmosphere was rather relaxing. 

Xu Xiyan rushed over to Huo Yunshen's side and said, “You really came! This is such a huge surprise!” 

“Of course I would come, it's my responsibility to show up to my wife's event.” Huo Yunshen smiled. 

The reporters took a lot of photos of them as they showed affection towards each other. 

“Thank you for the heels too. I really like them.” 

“That's great,” Huo Yunshen said as he slightly moved her hair that was falling down on her face. 

Mo Yutian was staring at them as they talked to each other. 

He was like a panther, waiting quietly for his chance to strike. 

It wasn't until he thought of something that he walked towards the couple. 

“Yim, can I have a dance with you?” Mo Yutian asked, ignoring Huo Yunshen. 

“No, you can't,” Huo Yunshen said as he raised an eyebrow. “She's my wife, of course, she'll have the 

dance with me.” 

“Then how about a match? If you lose, then I get to dance with Yim,” Mo Yutian suggested. 

“What are we playing?” 

“A contest of drinking,” Mo Yutian said. “If you think that would be easy, then why don't we have a 

match of darts after that too?” 

“I've heard that you are talented in shooting darts and guns,” Huo Yunshen said. 

Through the investigation, Huo Yunshen knew that Mo Yutian loved playing darts. He was the top scorer 

in Estan's Dart Club. 

It was clear that Mo Yutian was trying to win with his best set of skills. 

Since Huo Yunshen had no interest in darts, it would be a huge challenge for him. 

“I wouldn't say that I'm talented. Do you have the courage to take on the challenge?” 

Mo Yutian was excited as he was confident in his skills. 

Since it would be a joke to not accept him, Huo Yunshen accepted. “All right, let's go.” 

Yet Xu Xiyan was worried for him. 

She wanted them to stop fighting, and also drinking was bad for Huo Yunshen's health. 



Huo Yunshen had never played with darts even once. If he did lose, Xu Xiyan wouldn't mind dancing with 

Mo Yutian. What worried her was that people would start talking about how he had lost to Mo Yutian. 

But Huo Yunshen was not the type of person who would accept a challenge that he would lose. He 

turned to her and tapped her on her hand, telling her that it would be fine. 

Everyone began to surround them as the match began. 

The rule was clear. They would first drink the same amount of beer before starting to throw the darts. 

There would be 10 rounds, and the person with the highest score would win the match. 

As soon as the match began, they began to chug down the beer. 

As people were cheering for them, Xu Xian was worried for Huo Yunshen, as the amount of beer 

would've made most people drunk. 

Chapter 790: Called Her To Come Enjoy It With Him 

 

Huo Yunshen had a decent alcohol tolerance, but in order to maintain his body, he rarely drank. 

Occasionally, he would still drink a little during social engagements he could not reject. 

Today, he was going all out for his wife. 

One by one, the wine glasses disappeared from the table. When Huo Yunshen was drinking the last 

glass, Mo Yutian had already finished all of his wine. 

The staff came over and handed Mo Yutian a dart. He stood at the shooting position, listened to his gut 

feeling, aimed, and threw, the dart flying out from his hand. 

Thud! The dart hit the bullseye. 

“Wow! President Mo is really good!” 

“I wonder how Mr. Huo would fare. He would be a laughingstock if he couldn't hit anything!” 

Everyone was in a curious mood as they waited to watch Huo Yushen's turn. Mo Yutian stepped away 

from the shooting position. “Your turn, Mr. Huo.” 

Huo Yunshen had just finished his last glass of wine. He put down his glass and stepped up to the 

shooting position and took a metal dart from the staff. 

He looked at Mo Yutian's dart on the board and narrowed his eyes. If he wanted to beat Mo Yutian, he 

had to hit the bullseye too. 

After visually measuring the distance, Huo Yunshen had some assurance of the shot and began to take 

aim. 

Everyone held their breath. Xu Xiyan's heart was leaping up to her throat. 

Huo Yunshen threw out the dart. It penetrated through the air before finally landing on the dart board. 



It did not land on the bullseye. He was behind Mo Yutian just by two points. 

Phew… 

It was still a good shot; better than not hitting the dartboard at all. After all, not everyone can land a 

dart on the dartboard easily. 

There were still nine more rounds and it was still too early to say who would win or lose. 

At the reception and while the competition between the two men continued, no one noticed that the 

other product endorser was not present. 

Xu Xinrou had taken an opportunity during the competition to go accompany Mr. Mei. 

Mei Xiangdao had a room on the cruise ship. He was hungry for some drugs, so he left midway through 

reception and returned to his room. Xu Xinrou also followed him. 

Currently, he was experimenting with the latest drug, IK-99. Once tainted with it, it had to be used 

constantly. There was no antidote for it. 

With something this good, Mei Xiangdao wanted to let Xu Xinrou have a taste of it. He called her to 

come over to enjoy it with him, “Come here, my beauty.” 

“It's okay, President Mei. You can enjoy it yourself. You don't have to mind me, hehe.” 

Xu Xinrou knew very well of the dangers of drugs. She was now a star and she must not touch things like 

that. Once found out, her future would be ruined. 

Mei Xiangdao really did not expect that after he had kindly asked her to try something expensive such as 

this, she would still refuse him. 

“Who do you think I am? Are you disrespecting me?” Mei Xiangdao said with some anger. 

“How could I? I always have President Mei in my heart.” 

Xu Xinrou knelt beside Mei Xiangdao and massaged his legs to express her sincerity. 

Mei Xiangdao looked down at her imposingly with narrowed eyes. “Don't you forget that everything you 

have now—your clothes, your meals, your house, and your car—were all provided by me.” 

“No, no, Xinrou hasn't forgotten! Xinrou remembers it!” 

Mei Xiangdao suddenly grabbed her hair and yanked her head backward. He said to her with a grim face, 

“Then, why do you dare act as if you're better than me? I've offered you to try the drug because I have a 

good opinion of you. Next time, learn to respect me and appreciate my favors.” 

“Y-y-yes! You're right, President Mei.” 

Xu Xinrou did not dare to offend Mei Xiangdao. 

If it weren't for the quality of life Mei Xiangdao had given her, how could she live so lavishly now? 

“So, be good and listen to me, and everything will be fine. If you dare to disobey me again, I'll have my 

men throw you into the sea and no one will know about it,” Mei Xiangdao threatened her. 



“Okay, okay, I'll listen. I'll listen to everything President Mei has to say.” 

Xu Xinrou's heart was filled with terror. She knew that Mei Xiangdao was a rich man who was uncultured 

and a bit perverted too. What could she have done if he had really thrown her into the sea for offending 

him? 

 


